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Computer Networks (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	This book is now in its fifth edition. Each edition has corresponded to a different phase in the way computer networks were used. When the first edition appeared in 1980, networks were an academic curiosity. When the second edition appeared in 1988, networks were used by universities and large businesses. When the third edition appeared in...
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The Archaeology of AthensYale University Press, 2001


	The city of Athens has played a leading role in the development of European civilization.

	When we look back through time to the origins of so many of the institutions and activities

	which thrive or are valued today, we are led to ancient Greece and, most often, to

	Athens in the Classical period (480–323 B.C.). Time and again...
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RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	The recent expansion in diversity of RNA and DNA editing types has stimulated the development of many unique genetic, molecular, biochemical, and computational approaches to biological issues.  In RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols, leading experts in the field introduce methods developed over the last few years to study...
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The Sensitivity Principle in EpistemologyCambridge University Press, 2012

	The sensitivity principle is a compelling idea in epistemology and is typically characterized as a necessary condition for knowledge. This collection of thirteen new essays constitutes a state-of-the-art discussion of this important principle. Some of the essays build on and strengthen sensitivity-based accounts of knowledge and offer novel...
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Fourier Transform Methods in FinanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In recent years, Fourier transform methods have emerged as one of the major methodologies for the evaluation of derivative contracts, largely due to the need to strike a balance between the extension of existing pricing models beyond the traditional Black-Scholes setting and a need to evaluate prices consistently with the market...
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Principles of Molecular Cardiology (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2005

	An easy-to-read survey of all the latest developments in molecular cardiologic research and therapy. The authors explain in a readable style the complex process of the heart's development, the molecular basis of cardiovascular diseases, and the translation of these research advances to actual clinical treatments. The expert information...
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MEMS Mechanical SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2004
               With this practical guide to design tools and packaging, professionals and academics can create the sensors they need for a complete range of next generation applications. 

           Here's the book to keep handy when you have to overcome obstacles in design, simulation,...
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Lightwave 3D Character AnimationWordware Publishing, 2004
This book is for anyone who has ever had a character in their heart that they’ve wanted to bring to life with as much fluidity, power, and grace as can be seen in the best animated feature films. This is a book for anyone who has wanted to become an animator but hasn’t gone to Sheridan College in Toronto or CalArts in Valencia. This is...
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.NET Windows Forms Custom ControlsSams Publishing, 2002
The intent of this book is to teach .NET developers the skills necessary to create their own leading edge custom controls. The art of creating custom controls has never been truly explored in detail, often the examples provided are trivial and do not begin to explore the requirements need for a commercial quality custom control.  This book will...
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CCNA Portable Command Guide (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Scott Empson is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He...
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Photoshop for Right-Brainers: The Art of Photo ManipulationSybex, 2004
Attention Right-Brainers! 
      
      You're an artistic visionary,      right? In your head you imagine clever image fixes, fanciful photo manipulations,      and artworks of startling genius. But when it comes to bringing these visions to      life on your computer -- well, that’s the hard part. If this sounds...
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The Essential Guide to Processing for Flash DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2009

	Processing is a open source project that bridges the gap between programming and art. Its simplicity and power appeal to non-coders and old-hands alike. As a Flash developer, you already have a firm grasp of basic programming principles and an understanding of creating and controlling visuals through code. This book uses your existing...
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